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WHY WRITE THIS BOOK?
This book examines how the context of a project can provide a causative
force for creating an appropriate architectural lighting design solution.
Some of the questions it addresses are as follows:
• Why should the lighting world be flat, and at the cost of the amazing
variety of local nuances and ideas that can be incorporated into the
architectural design process and solutions?
• When did darkness become bad?
• Should the dialog not be about embracing the differences in culture,
design approach, and other conditions that each region of the world
provides, while embracing light as a universal medium?
• Why are we looking to build an illuminated world at night that looks
similar to other places?
• How do the new lighting technologies impact our evolving zeitgeist?
• Why is providing human-centric, dramatic & evocative experiences
through light important for architecture & humanity?
• How can we implement contextualized lighting design solutions that
respect & enhance life experiences, especially for health and wellness?
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18 Thought-Provoking Essays
Features Projects From 23+ Countries
80 Lighting Design Projects
1+ Billion Square Feet of Built Lighting
18+ Years in Practice
424 Pages

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Abhay M Wadhwa, Founder and Design
Principal of AWA Lighting Designers
seeks innovative solutions that challenge
our zeitgeist, and utilizes lighting beyond
its conventional purpose. He crafts
stories using lighting to create evocative
experiences. Evocative lighting design
nestles comfortably with artistry. He
has also been referred to as the “Poet
of Light” by a Canadian journalist and
in lighter moments takes this title very
seriously.

ABOUT AWA LIGHTING DESIGNERS
Headquartered in New York City, AWA is an international architectural
lighting design firm founded by Abhay M Wadhwa. We design and implement lighting solutions for a diverse range of projects internationally—creating solutions that evoke a sense of place instead of mere space. We pride
ourselves on our adept application of creative and technical methods, as
we embrace diverse influences, ideas, and design paradigms. The result is
lighting design that remains ever-aware of the people who will live, work,
communicate, and interact in the buildings and structures we light. Our
clients value our design sensibility for the moods and moments it elicits,
and the ways it illuminates the materials and structures.
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